WALKING TOUR

1 Edelweiss Chocolates
From Maple Creams favored by Frank Sinatra to the French
Truffles beloved by Elizabeth Taylor, this charming little chocolate
shop has been producing gourmet sweets for chocolate lovers
since 1942. Expert chocolatiers at Edelweiss make all creations
by hand and utilize recipes and equipment that has been passed
down for generations, including the original chocolate conveyor
belt machine that inspired Lucille Ball, a frequent patron of the
shop, to write the famous “Job Switching” episode in I Love Lucy.
To this day, the machine continues to run in the back of the shop,
churning out chocolate covered pretzels, truffles, marshmallows,
nuts, glazed fruit and assorted sugar-free chocolates.

2 Le Mervetty
Le Mervetty offers one of the city’s most unique sweets, a Parisian
meringue cake called, “merveilleux.” Light and fluffy in the middle
and covered with whipped cream, these sweets are gracefully
handcrafted by staff and are available in various sizes ranging
from bite-size to full cakes. Some of the most popular flavors are
chocolate, Nutella and praline. Enjoy your treat with an espresso
macchiato, as the shop serves hot drinks as well.

3 ‘Lette Macarons

SWEET TREATS
There is no better way to see the city
of Beverly Hills than a walking tour,
especially when it consists of some of
the finest chocolate, pastries and ice
cream in the world. If you have a major
sweet tooth, this tour is for you! Enjoy a
sampling of delectable sweets at some of
our most renowned establishments.

With treats as beautiful as they are delicious, ‘Lette offers a fresh
take on the traditional Parisian macaron. The vivid hues of their
unique macarons reflect the natural flavors and essences that
infuse the ganache filling of these delicious cookies. The macarons
come in a wide variety of flavors, each with its own personality and
all gluten-free. Choose from the classics, like Earl Grey tea, Passion
Fruit and Madagascar Vanilla, as well as from seasonal specialties.

4 Chaumont Bakery & Café
The offerings at Chaumont Bakery & Café are as much a treat to the
palette as they are to the eyes with colorful, handcrafted pastries, such
as chouquettes, eclairs and a selection of croissants and cakes. Owned
by a Parisian husband and wife, Chaumont brings authentic baking
standards and premier organic French treats to town. Chaumont’s
appreciation for authentic and freshly made pastries hasn’t gone
unnoticed, as celebrity chef Ludo Lefebvre considers Chaumont’s
croissants “the best croissants in L.A.”

		

5 Sugarfina
Sugarfina, a luxury candy boutique, was started in a slightly whimsical
way when founders, Rosie and Josh, went to see Willy Wonka and the
Chocolate Factory on their third date. The candies are curated from all
over the world, including Champagne Bears and Peach Bellini bites.
Visit the boutique on South Santa Monica Boulevard, where Candy
Concierges are happy to offer samples of gourmet candies and to
assist with creating personalized products for a wedding, shower or
special event.

6 Amorino Gelato
A bit of Paris has landed in Beverly Hills with this international gelato
chain. The shop uses the finest ingredients sourced from around the
world, such as Bronte pistachios from Sicily and Sorrento lemons
from Naples. Pick from traditional gelato flavors and rotating specials
as well as gelato-filled macarons, coffee gelato cake, waffles topped
with gelato, and Italian focaccia, which is a a soft Brioche served hot
or cold and filled with your choice of gelato.

7 Sprinkles Cupcakes & Ice Cream
Sprinkles, the famous cupcake bakery, originated here in Beverly
Hills. Red Velvet, Lemon Coconut and Chocolate Marshmallow are
just a few of the flavors offered. Outside, Sprinkles’ unique Cupcake
ATM dispenses its most popular flavors 24 hours a day. Next door,
Sprinkles Ice Cream features rich, all-natural ice cream as a cool
complement to its gourmet cupcakes. If you can’t decide between a
cupcake or ice cream, opt for a Sprinkles Sandwich, which is a scoop
of ice cream between two cupcake tops!

8 K Chocolatier by Diane Krön
Known for their chocolate-dipped strawberries and specialty gift
boxes, K Chocolatier offers a wide selection of luxury chocolate
at their boutique, located one block from Rodeo Drive. Diane
Krön’s artisanal chocolate will satisfy any chocolate connoisseur,
as her hand-poured chocolate bars, “K Bears,” and “K truffles” are
made fresh in small batches daily. Described as the “Rolls Royce
of Chocolates” by Food Network, K Chocolatier remains a go-to
sweet shop for celebrity customers, such as Ellen DeGenres, David
Beckham and Christie Brinkley.

SWEET TREATS
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